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The concept of “Enterprise Architecture” has been gaining increasing attention throughout UA –
especially at the System-Wide level. The recent “External Administrative Review” served to
underscore the role that EA will play in UA technology management1. Unfortunately,
“Enterprise Architecture” is ambiguously named and it is difficult to drill beneath the jargon to
determine what it is on a practical level. The purpose of this document is to briefly describe
what EA is and how current UAS IT strategies align with it.
EA is:
• A communication and documentation strategy
• A planning and decision-making discipline
Goals of EA:
• Link technology strategy to institutional strategy
• Identify and communicate inter-relationships and
dependencies
• Reduce complexity and promote economies of
scale by developing a common “portfolio” of
standards, tools and services
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Enterprise Architecture has gained wide adoption in both the private and public sector. OMB
has adopted EA to meet the mandate of Clinger/Cohen Act2; however, EA is still immature as a
formal discipline. There are multiple EA frameworks to choose from (an example is shown
above), and these frameworks are not interchangeable. Many of the methodologies of EA look
familiar, and large portions EA borrow from well-established management practices3. What
distinguishes EA is:
1. an emphasis on looking at the technology infrastructure as a whole,
2. identifying how technology strategies are linked to organizational objectives, and
3. creating understandable documents (or “artifacts” in the language of EA) that can be used
to communicate both the current and desired future states.
This final point is central to Enterprise Architecture and is the area where UA is weakest. While
MAUs have established technology strategies, there are few artifacts that articulate these
strategies. Further, there is no standardization among the artifacts that exist, so comparison
among MAUs is difficult. In the absence of documented strategy, there is a tendency to launch
new projects without regard for how the project will fit into the existing architecture – especially
when projects cross MAU boundaries.
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MacTaggart and Rogers, Planning the Future: Streamlining Statewide Services in the University of Alaska System.
http://www.cio.gov/Documents/it_management_reform_act_Feb_1996.html
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A recent consultant to UA offered that EA, in many cases, is simply “commoditizing common sense.”
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EA at UAS
UAS has not adopted a formal EA framework nor have we attempted to express our strategies in
the language of EA. However, the strategic alignment of UAS technology is “foregrounded” in
the strategic plan (as noted in the 2004 Regular Interim Visit Report from NWCCU4). UAS has
a high degree of technological standardization and these standards are used when evaluating new
technology projects. Since UAS has a focus on operating as a regional university, these
standards extend to all campus sites. Finally, UAS has a number of established artifacts that
have been used to communicate technology strategy both internally (as part of the annual
operating review) and to external groups such as the accrediting teams and Legislative Audit.
For reference, six of these artifacts are included as attachments:
Attachment 1: UAS ITS Mission & Objectives
Attachment 2: Alignment of ITS Objectives to UAS Strategic plan and UA PBB Goals
Attachment 3: UAS ITS Significant Planned Projects
Attachment 4: Instructional Technology Strategy Matrix
Attachment 5: UAS Network / Desktop Application Strategy
Attachment 6: UAS Centralized “Blade Server” Storage Architecture

Moving Forward:
The external consultants have cautioned that UA is unlikely to have a single enterprise
architecture. A more likely outcome will be that UA will have sub-architectures based on MAU
strategic plans and layered on a common UA framework.
This consistent framework is essential to be able to obtain an overall picture of the University
and allow comparisons between MAUs. If UAS adopts a formal framework that is not adopted
system-wide, the UAS will have to reconstruct its architecture from the ground up. Fortunately,
this effort has momentum, and it is likely that an EA framework will be selected this calendar
year.
In the meantime, there is a lot of work that can be done. The existing UAS artifacts provide a
good starting place. These should be further developed and shared with the other MAUs.
Likewise, UAS ITS should evaluate architectural artifacts from the other MAUs to determine if
these can be adopted locally. Finally, ITS should continue to disseminate artifacts throughout
the UAS community in order to encourage internal discussion of IT strategy.
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http://www.uas.alaska.edu/provost/docs/accreditation/UASRegEvalF04.pdf
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Attachment 1: UAS ITS Mission & Objectives

Mission: Information Technology Services
The mission of IT Services is to help make the University of Alaska Southeast an exceptional place to learn, work and live by
providing services and technology responsive to the needs of the university community.

The UAS IT department has four objectives designed to support the UAS strategic plan and PBB goals. These objectives are used to
prioritize the allocation of resources and guide the development of new services.
Services are secure and reliable – users can depend on them

IT Objective I:
1)
2)
3)
4)

confidential data are protected within and between all systems
validity and integrity – users can be assured that information is complete has not been modified
consistency to support mission critical processes
predictability to encourage long-range institutional planning

IT Objective II:

Services are accessible

1) available wherever and whenever it is needed
2) easy to use
IT Objective III:

Services are responsive

1) agile to rapidly adapt to changing needs an opportunities
2) up-to-date – users are able to take advantage of current capabilities
3) flexible to respect and promote diversity
IT Objective IV:

Services are educationally relevant

Designed to support and encourage the AAHE “Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education:”
1. Encourages Student – Instructor Contact
5. Emphasizes Time on Task
2. Encourages Cooperation Among Students
6. Communicates High Expectations
3. Encourages Active Learning
7. Respects Diverse Talents and Ways of Learning
4. Gives Prompt Feedback
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Attachment 2: Alignment of ITS Objectives to UAS Strategic plan and UA PBB Goals

Alignment of IT Department Objectives
to the UAS Strategic Plan and UA PBB Goals

UAS IT Objectives
"Services are…"
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Ed.
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Strategy 1.1.3: Provide technology and
services which support and enhance learning

X

X

X

X

Strategy 1.1.4: Expand access to written and
electronic information resources

X

X

X

Strategy 2.1.5: Provide coordinated
instructional design and delivery resources
for faculty and program development.

X

X

X

X

Strategy 2.1.6: Assist faculty in integrating
technology into instruction that leads to
enhanced learning.

X

X

X

X

Strategy 2.2.3: Provide coordinated
information technology instruction based on
computing resources used for UA
administrative and academic support.

X

X

X

Strategy 2.2.4: Assist and encourage all staff
to integrate technology improvement into
campus best business practices.

X

X

X
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UAS Strategic Plan
Goal 1: Student
Success

Objective 1.1:
Focus on student
learning
Objective 2.1:
Faculty
Development &
Research

Goal 2: Faculty & Staff
Strength
Objective 2.2:
Staff Development

UA PBB Goals
Academic program outcome assessment
First-time, full-time undergraduate retention
Grant funded research expenditures
High-demand job area degrees awarded
Strategic enrollment management planning
Student credit hours
University generated revenue
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Attachment 3: UAS ITS Significant Planned Projects
(excerpted from UAS 2007 Operating Review)

Information Technology Services
Attachment 4: Instructional Technology Matrix
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